Good morning!
Hope your game went well last evening!
When I was a much less experienced official, we had a very experienced, very good member of our
chapter who I worked with occasionally. One night I was working with him and we had a pretty good
game going and with under a minute remaining, I was administering free throws and told the players
‘two shots’ when it was really a one-and-one. He comes in after the first shot after nobody attempted to
rebound the miss and after we ‘got it figured out’ and he ends by saying ‘a perfect game shot to hell.’ He
wasn’t being rude, just accurate. We need to KNOW what we have…especially on free throws.
Sometimes we get caught relaxing then when we shouldn’t.
Free throws and all the crazy things that can happen on them can be overwhelming. Take a look at a clip
of a free throw here and think about what you have without reading the rule. So…..your ruling?
OBVIOUSLY a violation on white 15. Black misses the free throw…….did the ball hit the rim? Is that
important?
READ the penalties for free throw violations:

I think we can all agree that white 15 violated. The ruling is that the free thrower gets a substitute free
throw. In my opinion, white 15 distracted/disconcerted the free thrower causing her to miss the throw.
In this case, it would not matter if she had violated or not by missing the ring, there will be a substitute
free throw. If we only have a violation by white 15, we know this is a substitute free throw. If the free
throw missed the ring also, we must consider the possibility that the free thrower violated due to being
distracted (penalty 4-c above).
We MUST make sure we KNOW the penalties for free throw violations in all situations. TALK to your
partner(s) to get it right!
Remember, applying rules correctly CANNOT be argued! Be alive during free throws!
Have a great game tonight!
Tim

